Abstract. In architectural decoration process, pressure-bearing capacity test is the foundation of design, and is very important. To this end, a pressure-bearing capacity test method in architectural decoration design is proposed based on improved genetic algorithm. The selection, crossover and mutation operators in genetic algorithm are improved respectively. Using its fast convergence characteristics eliminate the pressure movement in the calculation process. The abnormal area of pressure-bearing existed in buildings which can ensure to be tested is added, to obtain accurate distribution information of the abnormal area of pressure-bearing. Simulation results show that the improved genetic algorithm has good convergence, can accurately test the pressure-bearing capacity in architectural decoration.
Introduction
As China's economy continues to develop and the level of urbanization continuously improve, the quality requirements of people on all types of buildings are also increasing [1] . In architectural decoration design process, if the abnormal area of pressure-bearing exists, it will reduce the safety of the architectural decoration and bring security risk for people's life and property [2, 3] . Hence, it needs to accurately test the pressure-bearing situation in architectural decoration design, to take timely and effective measures to eliminate security risks of architectural decoration design. The pressure-bearing area of architectural decoration has discrete and non-linear characteristics, if using traditional genetic algorithm make pressure test, the convergence is slow, and it is easy to fall into "premature" and cannot accurately obtain the pressure-bearing situation of architectural decoration [4] [5] [6] . Therefore, how to accurately test the pressure-bearing situation in architectural decoration design, has become a hot problem in the research field of architectural decoration.
The establishment of pressure-bearing capacity test model principle in architectural decoration design
The establishment of pressure-bearing model of architectural decoration. In the architectural decoration design process, the pressure of a region can be described using the following formula: 
（1）
In the above formula, W indicates that the subjected static pressure of this area, v represents the elastic deformation volume of per unit of the architectural decoration materials in this area, s µ represents the Poisson's ratio of the architectural decoration materials, R represents the critical radius of architectural decoration, t indicates that the thickness of the architectural decoration materials in this area, α represents the angle of the pressure-bearing in this area.
Here, the compressive property of the architectural decoration area can be described using the following formula: 
In the above formulas,
In the above formula, L represents the sectional area of the architectural decoration materials. Using the following formula can calculate the maximum pressure-bearing value of this architectural decoration area: 
（3）
If exceeds the pressure-bearing value of architectural decoration, it will result in lower safety performance of architectural decoration, or even collapse.
Pressure-bearing function of architectural decoration under improved Genetic Algorithm.
The use of improved genetic algorithm test the pressure-bearing area of architectural decoration. In the case of that the above constraints can be met, to the total elastic deformation quantity of architectural decoration can be obtained in architectural design process.
Supposing that there are m pressure-bearing areas on the architectural decoration material of a buildings, the objective function can be expressed using the following equation:
In the above formula, i represents the point of pressure-bearing of i -th place in the architectural decoration; i L indicates the cross-sectional area of i -th place in the area of architectural decoration; i v represents the elastic deformation quantity per unit volume of the i -th place in the area of the architectural decoration materials; i y represents the decision variables from 0 to 1, and 0 is the concrete material, 1 is the reinforced material; c represents the pressure-bearing of the architectural decoration in a whole building;
Variables selection of architectural decoration pressure-bearing model. There are many factors affect the quality of architectural decoration, the principal factors include the intensity level of decorative material, the cross-sectional area of load-bearing walls, etc. in order to simplify the calculation, the parameters which played the role of control for architectural decoration pressure-bearing are selected to make as variables, other factors which has not effects can be considered as constant. Since the architectural decoration materials will produce deformation when subjected to pressure, when its deformation quantity exceeds the maximum deformation quantity it will occur collapse, therefore, the deformation quantity of area, thickness and unit volume in architectural decoration area are selected as design variables.
Constraints of the pressure-bearing capacity tests model of architectural decoration.
The characteristics of the loading force of architectural decoration in various stages of loading is different, therefore, it needs to analyze the loading force of architectural decoration in various stage.
In order to protect the safety of architectural decoration, the following stress constraints of architectural materials in the pressure-bearing area of architectural decoration:
For the uncracked area of architectural decoration materials: 0.5
In the above formula, kc σ represents the normal direction tensile stress of architectural decoration materials, it can be represented by the following formula:
In the above formula, k M represents bending moment.
pt σ represents the normal direction tensile stress of architectural decoration materials, it can be represented by the following formula:
The maximum tensile stress of the architectural decoration materials in the pressure-bearing area For the uncracked area of architectural decoration materials,: 0.65
In the above formula, pe σ represents the effective prestress of the architectural decoration materials in this area. p σ represents the tensile stress generated by the architectural decoration materials in this area, it can be represented by the following formula :
Where, 
Simulation results and analysis
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, it needs an experiment. The experiment are conducted in matlab environment, and is run 200 times respectively. Population size is 300, the evolution is set to 160 generations to stop.
In this paper, the improved and traditional genetic algorithm are respectively made simulation experiment, the results are obtained shown in Table 1 : It can be seen from Table 1 , the accuracy of using the improved genetic algorithm for pressure-bearing capacity test is higher than traditional genetic algorithm.
The convergence curves of using traditional algorithm and improved algorithm are shown in figure 1: Figure 1 The convergence curves of traditional algorithm and improved algorithm It can be seen from Figure 1 , the improved genetic algorithm in this paper has better convergence and better fitness, and it fully embodies the advantages of the proposed algorithm.
Conclusion
In this paper, a pressure-bearing capacity test method in architectural decoration design is proposed based on improved genetic algorithm. The selection, crossover and mutation operators in genetic algorithm are improved respectively. Using its fast convergence characteristics eliminate the pressure movement in the calculation process. The abnormal area of pressure-bearing existed in buildings which can ensure to be tested is added, to obtain accurate distribution information of the abnormal area of pressure-bearing. Simulation results show that the improved genetic algorithm has good convergence, can accurately test the pressure-bearing capacity in architectural decoration.
